Summer Enrichment Program
2020
Open to Entering Grades 4-8 Students
students from all schools welcome!

Enrichment Camp - Summer 2020
Registration and payment for the course(s) is due on or before May 31st, 2020.

Take this opportunity to eliminate the academic “summer slide” while having fun! This camp is designed to
meet both the academic and social needs of late Elementary and Middle School students and to support the
acquisition of valuable 21st century skills.
8:45-9:00 AM

Drop-Off

9:00-9:30 AM

“Wake up and Smell the Coffee!”- Team Building and Game Time

Campers will start each day with team building activities designed to encourage the development of skills in communication, cooperation and creativity.
Activities will focus on completing a challenge as a team, solving logic problems as a group, or creating something fantastic and imaginative to present.
The plan for the day will be discussed with input from all in the group.

9:30-11:00 AM

Project-Based Academic Skill Development with a Focus on Mathematics and English/Language Arts

The goal of project-based learning is to engage students in moments of exploration and self-discovery in activities and projects that help them learn,
share, and teach. Through this type of learning, campers will develop systematic methods for problem-solving and discovery by being presented with
various goal-oriented projects to be organized and completed by the campers individually and as a team! Campers will work through projects related to
the theme of the week that involve the development of skills such as organization and note-taking, discussion and brainstorming, team building, reading
and writing, logic, dramatic role-play, mathematical concepts, STEAM, and public speaking/presentation. For example, one project may be to develop a
restaurant from the ground up including the creation of a design plan; setting a budget for building materials, food and other daily costs; presenting the
business proposal to a group of possible funders, and how to creatively run it as a successful business owner.

11:30 AM-1:00 PM

Mid-Day Break

Lunch, Swimming and Outdoor Adventures including Sports, Games and Geocaching and other Nature-Based Activities. Includes World Academy Lunch
(M-Th). Campers can bring a brown bag lunch on Fridays or participate in Pizza Fridays at a nominal cost.

1:00-4:00 PM

Theme-Based Activities

As determined by the theme of the week (see themes below). Will include nature adventures, STEM Robotics, field trips, visual arts and much more.

4:00-4:30 PM

Wind Down and Wrap Up

This time will include the playing of quiet team and small group games, as well as activities to review the day and preview the next. Campers will also
listen to/read a book linked with the theme of the week.

Questions? Please call or email Sarah Bishop at sbishop@worldacademynh.com.
603.888.1982
138 Spit Brook Road Nashua, NH 03062

Themes & Activities
JUNE 22ND-26TH - THE GREAT OUTDOORS

JULY 20TH-24TH - SPACE EXPLORATION

This week is all about exploring the Great Outdoors and Healthy
Lifestyles! Campers will not only become familiar with the natural
world around them but also with different environments of the world
such as the oceans, rainforests, and the arctic. They will also tune
up their environmental awareness. This activity is all about how to
unplug and enjoy life outside while learning how to protect nature
and keep it clean, safe and beautiful for future generations. Activities
include outdoor adventures such as hiking (Beaver Brook), scavenger
hunts and geocaching, nature walks and outdoor yoga, environmental
awareness and research projects (with a trip to Squam Lakes Natural
Science Center), gardening and hydroponics, and farming topped off by
a visit to work on a farm (Wes and Lou’s Farm). This week will teach our
campers how to be advocates for, and stewards of, our future world!

If constellations, planets, solar systems, space travel and ideas that take
us beyond our world into the unknown interest your campers, then this
week is for them!! Campers will travel into the solar system and discover
more about the leap that mankind has experienced over time. Campers
will then use their imaginations and research techniques to design and
build structures and vehicles for humans to live and travel in as they
reach beyond the stars into the great unknown of the future! Activities
include planets and space exploration, engineering, and a field trip to
McAuliffe-Shepard Space Center. Come visit the Twilight Zone with us!!!

JUNE 29TH-JULY 3RD - STARS AND STRIPES
This week campers will walk through history to the present to
rediscover and celebrate what makes our country so special. Using
the magical lens of technology and the powerful technique of group
discovery, we will follow the lives of the men and women who created
our foundations and carried us through to today. Campers will discuss
freedom, patriotism, and the life of opportunity we have as Americans.
We will also discuss how all are not so fortunate. This week will end with
elements of celebration through artistic and theatrical creations, as well
as an all American picnic and singing of the time-honored songs and
anthems of our great country.

JULY 6TH-10TH - MAGIC AND MYSTERY
This week will have campers looking into our ancient past and the
world of fictional writing to discover and write about stories dreams are
made of. Campers will delve into different cultures and research the
folklore created through story and performance. They will become the
performers and recreators of history, learn about and travel through
literary heroes’ journeys, finesse the art of fictional writing and pay
homage to the impressive creatures and humans brought to life
through old stories and beliefs. Activities will involve Roman and Greek
history, local legends of New England, the world of Harry Potter and
other fantastical stories, theater and dramatic adventures, and a visit to
a local folklore location.

JULY 13TH-17TH - TOP CHEF
Campers will learn the ins and outs of how to create a food business-working as a team, planning a menu and cooking/eating creations of
various ingredients during this week. Modeled after the exciting TV
series, campers will explore how to compose delightful dishes with
fresh ingredients, while working together to run a successful restaurant.
This will definitely be a week to challenge their taste buds and their
minds. Some activities include cooking, business development, farm to
table initiatives and a local trip to pick berries. Bon Appetit!

JULY 27TH-31ST - AROUND THE WORLD
We are a world of many nations; we are a globe of many people. This
week will give campers the opportunity to explore and discover the
rich and varied countries and cultures around the world. Activities
delve into geography, travel, music, food, and clothing and will include
a trip to the Children’s Museum of New Hampshire, as well as the
Andres Institute for an international artists’ hike. Campers will have
the opportunity to experience the enrichment plane of discovery
and fly about in a world of learning enriched with a knowledge and
understanding of the incredible cultures around us.

AUGUST 3RD-7TH - BY DESIGN
How do you take the seed of an idea from imagination to production???
That’s what this week will be all about. Campers will get a glimpse
into various fields that ask creators to problem solve, create, plan, and
produce. How does a building stand tall and strong? How does a
painting or photograph go from a vision to a piece to display for the
public to see? This week will ask campers to find the answers to those
questions and more as they create their own masterpieces of varying
mediums. Some topics include architecture, visual arts, interior design,
STEM activities, robotics, and will include a trip to Chunky’s movie
theatre for a cinematography review!

AUGUST 10TH-14TH - SPY SCHOOL
Campers will discover what it means to truly be a detective this week.
They will investigate, problem solve, and role play while working
through the subjects of forensic science and chemistry. They will
become characters like Sherlock Holmes and other famous detectives
while exploring literature and planning solutions to escape rooms and
solving riddles. Bring your deer-stalker hats, magnifying glasses, and
overcoats as we ask “Who goes there?” and “Who done it?” during this
week of “curious” camp. Some activities include CSI, forensic science,
chemistry, escape rooms, Sherlock Holmes and other detective stories,
Mystery Theatre, the judicial system, and a police station tour.

AUGUST 17TH-21ST - CELEBRATE YOUR #SELFIE
What makes you the special you that you are? Who do you want to be
when you grow up? How can you influence the world, discover it and
celebrate it? This week campers will focus on self-discovery and getting
involved. They will learn leadership and public speaking skills, focus
on empathy, work as a team and discuss how to make a difference in
the world around them. Consideration of hobbies and talents, career
interests and how to be the change they want to see in the world are
only some of the topics to be explored this week. Activities will include
team building, career exploration, developing a personal inventory,
volunteer projects, problem-solving, and celebrating the unique
personal attributes of each camper. Field trips will include visits to
different sites/companies to learn about potential careers and what
they involve.

